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Richard Altick’s books have been original and unpredictable, but never self-indulgent. Among other subjects, he has written about Victorian murderers, about literary biography, the public shows of nineteenth-century London, the sixteenth-century Roman murder trial that prompted Browning to write The Ring and the Book, and the Victorian origins of modern ... The Face Behind the Lines. July 21, 1983 Issue. Once everyone knew what a real poet ought to look like. Half a century ago the beautiful, doomed profile of Rupert Brooke seemed to define all that was heartbreaking in a generation of lyricism extinguished by what Sir David Piper calls “a fate that knew what it was up to.” ... From the Current Issue. —— April 4 ——. A Future Without Fossil Fuels? Paintings from Books has 5 ratings and 0 reviews: Published 1985 by Ohio State University Press, 527 pages, Hardcover. See a Problem? We’d love your help. Let us know what’s wrong with this preview of Paintings from Books by Richard D. Altick. Problem: It’s the wrong book It’s the wrong edition Other. Details (if other): Cancel. Thanks for telling us about the problem. Return to Book Page.